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OP-ED COLUMNIST

Cum Laude in Evading Bandits

By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF

One of the great failures of American universities is that they are far too parochial, rarely exposing students

to worlds beyond our borders.

If colleges provide credit for dozing through an introductory Spanish class, why not give credit for a “gap

year” in a Bolivian village? If students can learn about microfinance while sitting comatose in 9 a.m.

lectures, couldn’t they learn more by volunteering with a lender in a Bangladesh slum?

So with summer starting, it’s up to students themselves to self-educate by setting off on their own. I hold my

“win a trip” contest precisely to encourage such trips — I’m just back from visiting five West African

countries with a University of South Carolina student. Yet when I encourage students’ wanderlust, questions

invariably arise: Will I be safe? How do I avoid robbers and malaria?

In response, here are 15 tips for traveling to even the roughest of countries — and back:

1. Carry a “decoy wallet,” so that if you are robbed by bandits with large guns, you have something to hand

over. I keep $40 in my decoy wallet, along with an old library card and frequent-flier card. (But don’t

begrudge the wallet: when my travel buddy was pickpocketed in Peru, we tried to jump the pickpocket, who

turned out to be backed by an entire gang ... )

2. Carry cash and your passport where no robber will find it. Assuming that few bandits read this column,

I’ll disclose that I carry mine in a pouch that loops onto my belt and tucks under my trousers.

3. Carry a tiny ski lock with a six-foot retractable wire. Use it to lock your backpack to a hotel bed when

you’re out, or to the rack of a train car.

4. At night, set a chair against your hotel door so that it will tip over and crash if someone slips in at 4 a.m.

And lift the sheet to look for bloodstains on the mattress — meaning bed bugs.

5. When it gets dark, always carry a headlamp in your pocket. I learned that from a friend whose hotel in

Damascus lost power. He lacked a light but was able to feel his way up the stairs in the dark, find his room

and walk in. A couple of final gropes, and he discovered it wasn’t his room after all. Unfortunately, it was

occupied.

6. If you’re a woman held up in an isolated area, stick out your stomach, pat it and signal that you’re

pregnant. You might also invest in a cheap wedding band, for imaginary husbands deflect unwanted suitors.
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7. Be wary of accepting drinks from anyone. Robbers sometimes use a date rape drug to knock out their

victims — in bars, in trains, in homes. If presented with pre-poured drinks, switch them with your host,

cheerfully explaining: “This is an American good luck ritual!”

8. Buy a secondhand local cell phone for $20, outfit it with a local SIM card and keep it in your pocket.

9. When you arrive in a new city, don’t take an airport taxi unless you know it is safe. If you do take a cab,

choose a scrawny driver and lock ALL the doors — thieves may pull open the doors at a red light and run off

with a bag.

10. Don’t wear a nice watch, for that suggests a fat wallet and also makes a target. I learned that lesson on

my first trip to the Philippines: a robber with a machete had just encountered a Japanese businessman with

a Rolex — who now, alas, has only one hand.

11. Look out for fake cops or crooked ones. If a policeman tries to arrest you, demand to see some ID and

use your cell phone to contact a friend.

12. If you are held up by bandits with large guns, shake hands respectfully with each of your persecutors. It’s

very important to be polite to people who might kill you. Surprisingly often, child soldiers and other bandits

will reciprocate your fake friendliness and settle for some cash rather than everything you possess. I’ve even

had thugs warmly exchange addresses with me, after robbing me.

13. Remember that the scariest people aren’t warlords, but drivers. In buses I sometimes use my pack as an

airbag; after one crash I was the only passenger not hospitalized.

14. If terrorists finger you, break out singing “O Canada”!

15. Finally, don’t be so cautious that you miss the magic of escaping your comfort zone and mingling with

local people and staying in their homes. The risks are minimal compared with the wonders of spending time

in a small village. So take a gap year, or volunteer in a village or a slum. And even if everything goes wrong

and you are robbed and catch malaria, shrug it off — those are precisely the kinds of authentic interactions

with local cultures that, in retrospect, enrich a journey and life itself.

•

I invite you to visit my blog, On the Ground. Please also join me on Facebook, watch my YouTube videos

and follow me on Twitter.
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